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“What happens in the Arctic, does NOT stay in the Arctic.”

– Paul Beckwith, Climate Systems Scientist

Arctic in Free Fall
According to Jarvis Cocker, author at The Guardain who wrote The Iceman Cometh  “of the Arctic sea ice, 75%

has been lost over the past 30 years. Last year saw sea-ice levels plummet to the second-lowest since

records began. It is estimated that the North Pole could be ice-free in the summer within the next 10-20

years.” It is clear that the Arctic is in free fall and we are now very likely to lose this amazing, pristine and

delicate environment to limitless growth economy; and with it, our cool.

#Arctic sea ice volume was 47% below the 1979-2018 average in this data set for July 2019 (record low). The

following animation from Zach Labe shows changes in both sea ice volume (bar) and sea ice thickness (map)

in July(s).

See more of the data, charts and graphs for yourself from researcher Zach Labe in the Department of Earth

System Science at The University of California, Irvine. .

Additionally, the rate of #Arctic sea ice decline has signi�cantly slowed compared to 2012. It is very unlikely

2019 will set a new record minimum extent in September. However, the extent is a very deceptive measure

now because this ice is thin, young, weak and likely spread out and bu�eted by currents and wind. All the

multi-year ice is nearly gone. When the Arctic goes we will be headed for a hothouse Earth as the planet

loses the ability to cool itself.

Help, Santa Can’t Work If The Arctic Melts

Recent charts from the Polar Portal show temperatures north of 80°N that the 2019 daily mean temperature is

way up for October 2019. The temperature is now well above the 1958-2002 mean (green line). Santa is

headed for “A Sloggy Surprise” in the North Pole at this rate. This is also the title of a meme-changing

Christmas story which was �rst written as a screenplay intended for animation by Edward Draper who says

“the crafty little elf is the perfect catalyst for expansive environmental activism.”

Arctic Extent Reaches Record Low October 2019 | NSIDC
According to the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC), “Arctic sea ice extent for September averaged

4.32 million square kilometers (1.67 million square miles), the third lowest in the 41-year continuous satellite

record, behind 2012 and 2007. This is 750,000 square kilometers (290,000 square miles) above the record low

set in September 2012, and 2.09 million square kilometers (807,000 square miles) below the 1981 to 2010

average.”

Human activity has melted an ice cap the size of the United States

and four or �ve meters deep, in just 40 years (approximately). There is

almost no multiyear ice is left. The loss of Arctic ice means many

things including super-warming known as polar ampli�cation

resulting in many unexpected and unintended consequences such as

food shortages, increasing storms, and more which will be discussed

further below.

What is the Blue Ocean Event (BOE)?
One of the big questions about global heating is when — or if — the Arctic will be ice-free each summer.

Scientists have recently come to refer to this as a blue ocean event. As Arctic sea ice gets thinner and thinner,

a blue ocean event looks more imminent every year. Generally scientists de�ne a blue ocean event as a

complete absence of Arctic sea ice (a common threshold is when the area is less than 1 million sq. km.). This

would allow the heat of the sun to fully penetrate the open waters of the Arctic.

There is no question that Arctic ice is in serious decline. According to Wikipedia, “observation with satellites

shows that Arctic sea ice area, extent, and volume have been in decline for a few decades. Sometime during

the 21st century, sea ice may e�ectively cease to exist during the summer. Sea ice extent is de�ned as the

area with at least 15% ice cover. The amount of multi-year sea ice in the Arctic has declined considerably in

recent decades. In 1988, ice that was at least 4 years old accounted for 26% of the Arctic’s sea ice. By 2013,

ice of that age was only 7% of all Arctic sea ice.”

In the following video Paul Beckwith introduces the BOE concept and shows several resources that scientists

use for monitoring the ice such as NASA Worldview. University of California, Irvine PhD student Zachary Labe

also posts updates on arctic sea ice and provides list of charts and graphs anyone can use to check out this

data for themselves.

It is thought that Arctic ice melt beyond a certain point will not regenerate. There is an ongoing debate as to

whether the Arctic Ocean has already passed this “tipping point.” A tipping point is de�ned as a threshold

breached for abrupt and irreversible change. In any case, it is a dangerous tipping point to approach at all.

Arctic sea ice is melting at its fastest rate in 1,500 years and the warmer winters are suggesting disastrous

changes to come.

However, a BOE is not considered a complete meltdown, just an indication of an impending one. A BOE

would happen in the summer according to polar researchers and the ice could still refreeze in the winter. If

the ice becomes unable to refreeze in the winter, we will soon be in a new world. It would be a worst-case

scenario never seen in recorded human history.

If we allow all the ice to melt, there will be nothing to prevent the arctic waters from rising above freezing.

The amount of energy absorbed by melting ice is as much as it takes to heat an equivalent mass of water

from zero to 80°C. This latent heat e�ect of increasing open water pools, known as polynyas, will produce

knock-on cascading warming for the globe and weather chaos.  This means, in e�ect, that the Northern

Hemsphere’s air conditioner would fail. We would quite literally lose our cool.

It would also mean the loss of the ancient lands of the ice and snow from which our ancestors immigrated

(video) that has served us for 11,000 relatively stable years of the Holocene. Knowing that we are in any way

approaching this dangerous point of no return should be enough to jolt anyone into action toward mitigating

climate change, implementing sustainable economies (video), and saving the Arctic.

Melting ice dramatically reduces albedo and accelerates the rate of warming in the Arctic. The reduced

albedo e�ect due to vanishing sea ice is already responsible for about 25 percent of global warming,

according to Jennifer Francis, a research professor at Rutgers University. The more the ice melts the more

algae blooms take over and create what is known as watermelon snow. This is just another indication of the

many feedbacks at work here.

We’re already getting hotter because sea ice is shrinking. NASA reported that winter Arctic sea ice extent has

already hit an all-time low. Arctic sea ice �gures and graphs show this happening at an unexpected rate. The

summer of 2012 is on record as the lowest in year-to-year Arctic sea ice extent.

However, it is worth noting that the extent (video) is likely a more deceptive measurement than ever before

because the ice itself is now thin, young, spread out by winds, and bu�eted by ocean currents. It is likely to

look bigger than it is because of this and because it has lost signi�cant volume. Most of the multiyear ice is

now gone. It is also important to understand and also monitor the ice volume or thickness also known as

concentration, which is often overlooked. NSIDC provides a daily updated concentration report.

NOAA released their 2018 Arctic Report Card back in December with some fairly stark warnings about the

status of that region. Since then further updates have suggested that this year could be one of the most

precarious for Summer Arctic Sea Ice, says David Borlace of Just Have a Think. In the following video the

latest update on Arctic sea ice loss discusses what’s happening in the Arctic and why scientists are so

concerned:

Why is the Ice Melting?
The shrinking sea ice is clearly and simply caused by rising global temperatures that stem from the burning

of fossil fuels, such as oil, gas and coal, according to the National Snow and Ice Data Center.

Also, it is important to note that just because it’s cold outside or we get a snow storm, doesn’t mean the polar

regions are not warming overall and in decline. This article discusses how it happens that a warming Arctic is

linked to extreme cold and heavy snowfall in the U.S.

Founded in 2007 by James Balog, the Extreme Ice Survey (EIS) is

an innovative, long-term photography program that integrates art

and science to give a “visual voice” to the planet’s changing

ecosystems. This project has resulted in thousands of incredible

images documenting this changing landscape and the loss of ice

around the world.

The EIS project provides video and expertly photographed

footage of what is happening in places most of us will never be able to visit because they are so distant, cold,

and remote. There are two powerful documentary �lms about the project, including Extreme Ice (video) and

Chasing Ice (video).

What is Polar Ampli�cation?
Sea ice changes have been identi�ed as a mechanism for polar ampli�cation. According to Wikipedia,

paleoclimatology records show “evidence of polar ampli�cation, both from the Arctic and the Antarctic. Polar

ampli�cation is the phenomenon that any change in the net radiation balance tends to produce a larger

change in temperature near the poles than the planetary average.” It is the mechanism by which the poles

warm at faster rates than at mid-latitudes. It is heavily in�uenced by various feedback loops. The Arctic is

warming up at least twice as fast as the rest of the world. Paul Beckwith says it might be as much as 3-5

times faster (video).

Recent studies have hypothesized that Arctic ampli�cation, i.e. the enhanced warming of the Arctic region

compared to the rest of the globe, will cause changes in mid-latitude weather over the twenty-�rst century.

Elizabeth Barnes of Colorado State and collaborators did climate model projections of arctic warming (and

sea ice loss) and how it a�ects atmospheric circulation over North America. Arctic temperature anomalies are

currently 7.6°C above the 1979-2000 base according to Climate Reanalyzer.

Arctic sea ice is collapsing. The red line on this chart shows a nose dive to a new low extent for March 2019

much earlier than expected.

Without the Ice our oceans will heat up far more rapidly than they ever have since Homo sapiens arrived. We

will lose our cool if we don’t SAVE THE ARCTIC.

When is the First BOE Expected?
This is where it gets really tricky. Apparently, predicting when this will happen not only requires signi�cant

data modeling, but also a crystal ball. One study on this topic said if the world warms above 2°C degrees this

century (note: for warming above 2°C, frequent ice-free conditions could be expected, potentially for several

months per year), the Arctic will likely have a three-month, ice-free period each summer by 2050. But many

argue this is much too conservative.

2041 was founded by polar explorer, environmental leader and public speaker Robert Swan, OBE, the �rst

person in history to walk to both the North and South Poles as the date by which humanity will see

devastating changes if we don’t act now. 2040 is the date often provided in the research appearing in the last

couple years. Other researchers are saying we certainly don’t have until 2040 or 2050 and the latest research

says it’s coming much earlier than previously predicted.

For example, the US Navy researchers predicted a sea-ice-free Arctic by the summer of 2016.  According to

this report we are already over due for this event. Furthermore, eminent Polar explorer and Climate Scientist,

Professor Peter Wadhams of Cambridge University predicted in 2012 that the Arctic would be ice-free in the

summer by 2016, plus or minus 3 years. We are still inside that range and could see the �rst BOE yet in 2019. 

Paul Beckwith, Climate Systems Scientist at the University of Ottawa, has said that 2022 is the year we might

see the �rst BOE.

“We are hurtling towards the Blue Ocean Event (BOE) in the Arctic. Nobody knows for sure when it will happen.

From my analysis, which I discuss in this video, my best guess is that the BOE will happen in 2022. After this BOE

happens, then what will follow in subsequent years? I think that by BOE+2 years the Arctic Ocean will be ice free

for August, September, and October. By BOE+4 years it will be ice free for 5 months, and by BOE+10 years the

Arctic Ocean will be free of sea ice year round.” – Paul Beckwith, Climate Systems Scientist

We are in the midst of a long-term decline in Arctic sea ice which many have described as a ‘death spiral.’

Arctic sea ice is thinning rapidly. The Arctic will eventually be ice-free in the summer.  When exactly this will

happen is an ongoing matter of scienti�c investigation and inquiry.

What Are the Consequences?
The main consequence of an ice-free arctic is that the blue open ocean is much less re�ective than sea ice,

which leads to signi�cantly more solar radiation being absorbed.  Additionally, there is the latent heat e�ect.

In short, a BOE means the beginning of the end of cooling because huge amounts of sunlight won’t get

re�ected back into space anymore, resulting in much more warming.  With less Arctic ice the planet’s ability

to cool itself becomes more and more uncertain.

“The Arctic is a natural freezer,” says Michael Mann, a climatologist and director of the Earth System Science

Center at Pennsylvania State University, in an email to The Verge. “Just like you’d be concerned if all of the ice in

your freezer melted, so should you be concerned about the loss of Arctic sea ice.”

During this period of increased and continued ice loss, researchers are saying that our climate and weather

patterns will be profoundly disrupted and unstable. According to the latest IPCC report the coming

consequences of the melting poles are nothing short of scary (video), and include increases in extreme

weather and storms, �ooding, famine (with enormous risks to the global food supply), refugees, disease,

drought, wild�res, and much more; not the least of which is con�ict and geopolitical upheaval.

There are global stakeholders like China, Russia, and the USA all waiting anxiously to exploit the

opportunities of an ice-free Arctic. This will impact geopolitics requiring new rules for protecting the Arctic

from exploitation, shipping, military exercises, and fossil fuel extraction. The job of the Arctic Council will

become more important than ever.  At the same time public discussion can no longer be avoided. The

following JHAT video discuss this in further detail.

“Despite its importance, the Arctic Ocean sometimes goes missing from public [discussion].” – World Economic

Forum

According to this article, we can also expect to see sea levels rise, albedo impacts, more extreme weather,

and thawing permafrost just to name a few more. There are also feedbacks on various peoples whose

livelihood depends on the sea ice ecosystem which will have to adapt to other ecosystems or perish. Inuit

populations have already begun to deal with relocation.

There are also of course obvious feedbacks on various animals whose lives depend on the sea ice ecosystem

which will have to adapt to other ecosystems or perish. There are numerous other “positive” feedbacks like

Hansen et al’s ice-climate report shows, and don’t forget that in this case, these so-called positive feedbacks

are not a good thing.

Additionally, NASA is saying that ice loss on the Arctic will even a�ect the Earth’s obliquity. Impacts on El Niño

and La Niña phases are also expected along with wavier jet streams and a regularly disrupted polar vortex.

Bubbling methane release from Thermokarst or thaw lakes is also accelerating permafrost melt. One study

published in Nature Geoscience in 2012 estimated that thawed permafrost could contribute up to 1.7°C of

warming. A BOE has the potential to disrupt atmospheric and ocean currents around the world.

Let’s not even talk about the implications of the theoretical 50 gigaton methane burst known as the methane

time bomb, or the clathrate gun hypothesis, or the melting glaciers at Novaya Zemlya which are known to be

leaking radiation from the Tsar Bomba detonation into the already badly polluted oceans. Carl Sagan (video)

once said that “an organism at war with itself is doomed,” and he couldn’t have been more prescient.

Since we haven’t experienced a BOE yet, it’s hard to say exactly what the e�ects would really look like. Would

an event like this signify the “point of no return” for people? Would images of such an event come to illustrate

what climate change really means for us? Only time will tell, but an ice-free Arctic would certainly be a

frightening sign of things to come.

In the following video David Borlace of Just Have a Think asks does BOE mean game over?

Just some of the possible consequences of a BOE and related climate change as de�ned
by Hansen et al include the following:

Both wave action and Ekman Pump action will increase the bottom water temperatures in the East

Siberian Arctic Shelf, which will increase methane emissions from hydrate decomposition.

Permafrost decomposition will accelerate; which will increase both CO  and CH₄ emissions.

Boreal wild�res will increase (like in Fort McMurray only further north and worse).

The atmospheric thermal gradient will decrease, which will decrease the constraints on the Jet stream,

which will increase blocking events which will increase extreme weather events.

Warming over Greenland will accelerate which will increase ice mass loss and associated sea level rise

(SLR).

The speci�c humidity in the Arctic will increase, and as water vapor is a GHG, this will increase Arctic

Ampli�cation; which will decrease snow cover that will act as a positive feedback for more warming due to

decreasing albedo.

Shrub growth in the tundra will increase, which will also act as a positive feedback for more warming by

decreasing albedo in the tundra.

Pests will more further north, which will attack boreal forests and tundra shrub growth.

Ground burrowing animals (like ground squirrels) will more north, which will accelerate permafrost

degradation.

Farmland will more northward, which will decrease albedo and will accelerate permafrost degradation.

Plankton growth will accelerate in the Arctic; which will be smaller in size than the current average, which

will sequester less carbon.

The thermohaline circulation (great oceanic conveyor) will both slow and will also convey more warm into

the Barents/Kara Sea areas.

Shipping will increase which will increase carbon emissions (including black carbon) in the Arctic.

Resource extraction (oil, gas, coal, iron etc) will increase.

What About Greenland?
Greenland is also melting (video) more in the summer. This will

contribute signi�cantly to sea level rise. It is now becoming

widely known that Greenland’s ice is melting much faster than

we thought. Here’s why that’s scary. Greenland loses on average

of 270 billion tons of ice each year.

As far as other conditions go, the winter high temperature was

about 45 degrees above normal in the last couple years. The

North Pole reached temperatures above freezing despite being

in total darkness during the coldest months of the year. In

addition, some areas of Greenland experienced open water for the very �rst time, and the Bering Strait was

also completely ice free for part of the winter.

Research shows that Greenland’s ice is not just trickling into the ocean, but actually melting signi�cantly in

large spikes. Beyond rising seas, this will increase freshwater running into the ocean which can slow down

the Atlantic Conveyor, a massive pattern of currents in the Atlantic Ocean. There are numerous terrifying

implications here that should make us strongly consider stopping business as usual (BAU) immediately when

it comes to burning fossil fuels and polluting our planet for pro�t.

Arctic vs Antarctic Melting Trends
The BOE is a phenomenon that is particular to the Arctic region. However we cannot forget that Antarctica is

also hemorrhaging ice. Of course, Antarctica will not leave an open blue ocean, because it has a large land

mass underneath it, but it will have enormous and frightening consequences as it loses ice as well which is

also happening right now. If we lose the ice on this continent, it is well-known that it will contribute to

massive sea level rise.

A large piece has just been reported to have broken o� of Pine Island Glacier in the �rst week of the 2019. You

can use NASA Worldview to monitor this situation for yourself. NSIDC has tons more information and analysis

on the di�erences between Arctic vs Antarctic ice loss. The mysterious Blood falls may also shed light on

how Antarctica has responded to climate change.

Could Marine Cloud Brightening (MCB) Save the Arctic?
If things keep going this way, we will be left with no other options except to try risky gambles with new

technologies. In his book Farewell to Ice (video), Peter Wadhams suggests a non-toxic geoengineering

technique called marine cloud brightening (MCB) as one way to save the Arctic should things keep getting

worse as they are. It is highly experimental, in fact its never been done on a large scale and not much outside

the laboratory either. But it maybe our only chance.

Some are also asking if it will be possible to refreeze the Arctic (video)? What about arti�cial glaciers (video)?

Scientists and engineers are now researching ways of refreezing the Arctic, even though geoengineering is

still a taboo topic. We need to begin development and testing procedures now, and come up with

governance structures while we still have time. This is a complex problem.

Explore Further >>
More discussion on marine cloud brightening (MCB)
and other geoengineering techniques to save the
Arctic can be found on the SW Geoengineering Page.

Learn more:

Arctic Sea Ice Loss Update 2019 | Just Have a Think (video)

Arctic Change Has Widespread Impacts | Phys.org

Daily Ice Analysis | NOAA

End of Ice with Dahr Jamail | Ralph Nader Radio Hour

Farewell to Ice | Professor Peter Wadhams on TEDx (video)

Greenland Melting Due to Rain | BBC

Ice-Free Arctic Coming Earlier Than Previously Predicted

Multi-meter Sea Level Rise, Antarctica Too | Climate State (video)

Naval Ice Thickness Map

NSIDC Extent and Concentration Maps

Polar Portal

The Third Pole | Professor Paul Beckwith (video)

Restoring Arctic Ice Is the Key to Curbing Climate Change—So Why Are We Ignoring It?

Conclusions
The changes that are happening in the Arctic don’t just a�ect the Arctic. Our planet is an interconnected

system, and the vanishing ice is already having ripple e�ects around the globe. Our planet is warming and its

cryosphere, the Earth’s frozen layer, is melting and the looming consequences are nothing short of scary.

Sharp and potentially devastating temperature rises of 3C to 5C in the Arctic are now inevitable even if the

world succeeds in cutting greenhouse gas emissions in line with the Paris agreement, research has found.

We must still do all we can despite the outcomes. While there is still ice on the poles, the earth might be able

to regenerate and come back from some of the devastation we have caused. The safety window is closing,

but if we act now and take the emergency steps required to change our fate we might still have a chance to

avoid a hothouse Earth.

 

Note: This page, as with all wiki pages, is a work in progress. It aims to introduce topics related to melting in

the Arctic, an ice-free Arctic, and what is called the Blue Ocean Event (BOE).

Copyright © 2019 Scientists Warning. All Right Reserved to Contents of this Website

4 Replies to “Blue Ocean Event”

JA N UA RY  1 0 ,  2 0 1 9  AT  8 : 1 7  P M

Excellent article. Apart from the loss of albedo, another concern of the BOE relates to the latent heat of ice. The amount of

thermal energy reqired to melt a gram of ice would raise the temperature of a gram of water 80 degrees Celsius. So, when all the

ice goes, the world’s Northern air-conditioner fails, the Arctic ocean warms, and the Northern Hemisphere’s weather descends

into chaos. The consequences of this are discussed in the book What Comes Next: Climate Change, the Future and You.

http://www.guylane.com/whatcomesnext

JA N UA RY  1 1 ,  2 0 1 9  AT  2 : 2 7  A M

Given that what is left of Arctic Sea Ice is predominantly year old and slushy and darkening and that the Arctic Ocean is rapidly

warming, opening up more and more each year, e�ectively we are on the threshold of a BOE (Blue Ocean Event) as it is – and my

$’s on very, very soon.

‘

F E B RUA RY  1 3 ,  2 0 1 9  AT  2 : 4 2  A M

No one to compliment for the �ne and thorough work of this article, very nicely done!

And I agree with the two previous comments, BOE ain’t too far away. But, any geo-engineering techniques applied, means we’re

on the downhill slide.

‘Smart’ humans have already proven themselves more adept at making a buck than at making peace and love work, even on the

local level, much more global. So don’t expect any ‘saving grace’ there! It’ll still be about ‘fast money.’

J U LY  6 ,  2 0 1 9  AT  4 : 1 6  P M

https://anchor.fm/chutechi/episodes/The-Elite-Know-about-Abrupt-Climate-Change-e4ht42

A great article covering the BOE issue. The author and his e�orts are to commended for the courage of telling the Climate Truth.

N OV E M B E R  6 ,  2 0 1 9  AT  8 : 0 2  A M

Your comment is awaiting moderation. This is a preview, your comment will be visible after it has been approved.

You wrote, “It is thought that Arctic ice melt beyond a certain point will not regenerate.”

That’s wrong. Most Arctic ice melts every summer, and re-forms every winter, and always has. There is no “certain point” beyond

which frigid Arctic winters won’t freeze water into ice.

 

You also wrote, “If we allow all the ice to melt, there will be nothing to prevent the arctic waters from rising above freezing.”

That’s exactly backward. In the Arctic, eleven months of the year, ice coverage keeps the water warmer than it otherwise would

be. Only for about one month of the year is the opposite barely true.

Reduced ice coverage increases the rate of heat transfer from the ocean to the air. That cools the water, and warms the air.

Many people see the correlation between warmer air temperatures and reduced Arctic Ocean ice coverage, and think the warm

temperatures caused the reduced ice coverage. But it is actually mostly the other way around: reduced ice coverage drastically

accelerates the transfer of heat and moisture from the relatively warmer water into the air. That warms the air while cooling the

water.

It is a natural “thermostat” (negative feedback) mechanism, which curbs warming of the water in the Arctic Ocean and, more

importantly, at the northern end of the AMOC. It is one of the reasons that the ocean depths are not warming up signi�cantly, and

one of the causes for “Arctic ampli�cation” of air temperatures.

 

You also wrote, “The main consequence of an ice-free arctic is that the blue open ocean is much less re�ective than sea ice, which leads to
signi�cantly more solar radiation being absorbed.”

That’s also wrong. For about eleven months of the year, outgoing LW IR and microwave radiation from the Arctic exceed

absorption of solar radiation. The main source of heat in the Arctic ocean is currents (water and air), which carry in heat from lower

latitudes. That’s why the Arctic is so much warmer than Antarctica.

Ice coverage obviously does not re�ect sunlight at night/winter, because there’s no sunlight to re�ect. What it does do is insulate

the water, reducing evaporation and heat loss to the atmosphere. Based on Nimbus-5 observations, Zwally, et al. 1983 reported

that:

“…the release of heat to the atmosphere from the open water is up to 100 times greater than the heat conducted through the

ice.”

Source: http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a278193.pdf

Here’s a graph, showing the Arctic radiative energy budget, at TOA:

https://www.sealevel.info/2015_lecuyer_eeb_jcli_�g8_full_sized_arctic_only01.png

The heavy black line is the net radiation �ow. As you can see, it is negative about eleven months of the year, which means that the

Arctic is emitting more (longwave) radiation than it absorbs (from sunlight).

Source: L’Ecuyer, T. et al, 2015 (or here). The observed state of the energy budget in the early twenty-�rst century. J. Climate, 28,

8319-8346. Fig. 7 & 8.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/JCLI-D-14-00556.1

An “Arctic Blue Ocean Event” would open the Northwest Passage to shipping, but would have few other consequences. Because

more open water would increase ocean evaporation and thus “lake-ocean e�ect snowfall” on nearby land, it might decrease the

rate of sea-level rise slightly, and add to Greenland’s ice sheet. But that e�ect would probably be slight.

You can read more about this topic here:

https://sealevel.info/feedbacks.html#seaevap

You can learn more about climate change in general from this list of excellent resources:

https://sealevel.info/learnmore.html
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